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Climate change – an issue of Democracy and relationship?

Foreword
This study is part of the project "Climate change in Gemer - what's next?".
The project aims to point out the current global climate situation, associated with the impact of
climate change on the Slovak region Gemer. The impact of these changes on the population is
more sensitively perceived in the context of local conditions.
An urgent, effective, and efficient response to climate change is a challenge for people around
the world. In our project, we not only define problems but also look for solutions for the Gemer
region which includes the districts of Rimavská Sobota, Revúca and Rožňava.

“It’s important to recognize that there’s not one solution to climate change... It has to happen
at all levels. Each of us has a circle of influence... we are agents of change... we can create an
alternative future.
Karen O´Brien
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Introduction
In 2015 “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” was adopted by the United Nations
member states. With its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) it calls for action globally
and locally recognizing that tackling climate change must go hand in hand with strategies and
efforts to end poverty, improve health and education, reduce inequalities, and stimulate green
growth.
To create and develop a green transition and a low carbon emission society is complex and
demanding, especially at the local level where most of the actual changes need to take place.
The issue of green transition creates conflicts of interests. It is about complex and wicked
problems and challenges. There are no objective goals. We see conflicts of values and interests
as well as different understandings of what is ”the right” approach. The issue of climate change
and sustainable development demands local adaptations and translations, as well as new
perspectives, engagement, participation and not least co-action between many different
sectors and actors.

Karen O´Brien, professor of Sociology and Human Geography at the University of Oslo, Norway
has contributed to four reports for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. After many
years of research in the field of climate change issues, she asks if we have underestimated our
collective capacity for change. In one of her latest books “You Matter More than You Think” she
explores the extraordinary potential that each of us must create meaningful changes and
contribute to solving some of today the greatest challenges we are facing such as climate
change. She states that climate change is a relationship problem and to approach it like that
might be the best we can do:
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”Climate change is not just about carbon and methane, or mitigation and
adaptation. It's about our relationship with the environment, with each other,
with other species, and with stuff of all sorts. It is also about our relationship
with time, especially the future. If we want to successfully address climate
change, we may have to start by transforming these relationships.” (Karen
O´Brien 2015)

In this study presenting case stories from a Norwegian context, the focus will be on this
question regarding relationships in a broad sense and socio-ecological approaches in
sustainability efforts be it in a municipality and/or in citizens´ initiatives – and not the least
“that each of us matters”.

In the choice of the case stories, the output from the questionnaire undertaken by CUE has
been a thematic guideline. Additionally, some of the issues highlighted in the opening
conference of the project “Climate Change in the Gemer Region – what's next?” (In November
2020) are included.

From the conference we highlight the following:
Just transformation and social sustainability: It was mentioned that in the Gemer region there is
a high unemployment rate, and many people are concerned about their day today efforts and
that caring for the environment is not what people are paying attention to. So how to link
unemployment issues to green transformation and sustainability? This is with regard
specifically to SDG 1. No poverty, 8 Decent work and economic growth, 10 Reduced
inequalities, and 13. Climate Action
Education for sustainable development, awareness raising and civic education: One of the
speakers Juraj Zamkovský was talking about the lack of commitment in the municipalities as
well as the poor conditions when it comes to education for sustainable development. We refer
specifically to SDG 4: Quality Education, and 4.7:” By 2030 ensure all learners acquire
knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including among others
through education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights,
gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship, and
appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development.”
The preliminary output from the questionnaire is showing that the respondents in general are
interested in the climate change issue and think it is a very serious problem. However, when it
comes to the awareness of how climate change affects the situation in the Gemer Region
almost 63 % think that awareness is insufficient. 96 % of the respondents confirm the need to
intensify education and information activities about how climate change impacts the region.
The preliminary conclusions of the comments that people added in the questionnaire were:
Communication of the topic from civic governmental institutions towards the public is
insufficient.
The understanding of the problem by the public is low, lack of information, and poor education.
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People perceive the problem, are interested to get more information, and also have some
ideas/proposals for solutions.
In response to this, a chapter about how climate change impacts Slovakia and Norway is
included in this study to compare the conditions in the two countries and more specifically how
climate change affects the situation in the Gemer Region. This chapter is written by Pavel
Šťastný, Climatologist at Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute.

As a frame for the presentation of the case stories we will give a short overview of the
conditions of the climate changes issues in Norway by referring to Norwegian policy papers and
not the least ongoing national programs aimed at reducing the climate emissions with
reference to among other, the Paris Agreement, Agenda 2030/the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals and Nordic Vision 2030.
It is our hope and intention that this study can be of inspiration and be included in different
educational and awareness-raising initiatives in the Gemer Region.

References
Karen O´Brien (2015): ”Climate change: It´s a Relationship Problem.”
https://cchange.no/2015/08/climate-change-its-a-relationship-problem/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.youmattermorethanyouthink.com
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.norden.org/en/declaration/our-vision-2030
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1 Comparison of climate change impacts
in Norway and Slovakia
Climate change is a global phenomenon. In Europe, it is manifested mainly by warming in all
seasons, with the rate of warming increasing toward Arctic latitudes. Changes in precipitation
activity are more complex, but there is a decline in precipitation in the Mediterranean and an
increase in higher latitudes, including Scandinavia.
This chapter compares the impacts of climate change in Norway and Slovakia as well as their
projections to the end of the century. Data were obtained from the 7th National Climate
Change Report for both countries, published in 2017.
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Norway, geographic profile, and land use.
The mainland of Norway is 1 752 km
from north to south, spanning about 13
degrees of latitude (58 – 71 oN) and
covers the longitude from 5 to 31oE. The
total area of the mainland is 324.000
km2 (excluding Svalbard and Jan
Mayen). In the east, Norway shares
borders with Sweden, Finland, and
Russia.

The long and narrow shape of Norway
results in wide variations in climate,
geology, and topography. This gives large
variation in conditions for land use.

Wikipedia

About 30% of the area has an altitude of 0 to 300 m a.s.l., and this is where most people live
and where agricultural production is most intensive. As much as 20% of the land area lies 900 m
a.s.l. or more. The highest point of the country is
Galdhopigen 2,469 m, the lowest Norwegian Sea 0 m.
Agricultural areas account for only 3% of the mainland,
which constitutes 1 million ha of arable land. Most of
the Norwegian agricultural area is used for grass (65%)
and cereal (30%) production. About 37% of the area is
covered by forest and about 46% of the land is above
the tree line.
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A considerable part of the country constitutes
of sparsely vegetated plateaus and mountains
(45%), lakes (6%) and glaciers (1%). Industrial
and built-up areas account for 0.5% of the
total land area. Norway has abundant rivers
and lakes. The country’s longest river,
the Glama (Glomma), has a course of 610 km.

Norway, climatic conditions
The climate in Norway includes wide variations
in climate parameters between regions. The
overall climate is influenced by the North
Atlantic Current and the average temperature
is higher than in other parts of the world at
the same latitude. It results in temperate
climate along the coastline with an average
colder interior.
The climate varies from nemo-boreal along the
south coast to sub-arctic and tundra climates
in the mountainous areas and in the north.
photo: unplash.com
Most of Norway has a maritime climate with
mild winters and cool summers. On annual
basis, the highest annual air temperatures are found along the south-western coast. Outside
the mountain regions, the lowest annual mean temperatures are found on the Finnmark
Plateau. Even though the growing seasons are short in northern regions, it is partly
compensated for by long days and midnight sun in the northern and arctic areas of Norway.
The absolute lowest and highest temperatures measured on the mainland are -51.4°C
(01.01.1886) and +35.6°C (20.06.1970), respectively. The precipitation is well distributed in
most regions, and it is characterised with an annual variation from less than 300 mm in eastern
and northern walleyes to more than 3500 mm in certain locations along the West coast. This
zone of maximum precipitation is one of the wettest in Europe. The most of precipitation
occurs during autumn. Midst summer drought is sometimes occurring in all regions and is
limiting crop yields.

Norway - Climate change impacts.
In the figure N1 are the area-weighted variations in annual mean temperature for the
Norwegian mainland for the period 1900 - 2016. The temperature has increased since the
1970s. During this period 1900-2016, the annual mean temperature in Norway increased about
1.1°C. The temperature increase has been largest in spring in the northern parts of Norway.
The annual precipitation has also increased since the 1970s. For the period 1900-2016, this
increase was about 18%, as shown in Figure N2. The largest increase is observed during spring
and the smallest during summer. In general, a trend towards a later snow accumulation and
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earlier snowmelt has already been observed. Natural variability of the floods peaks and
droughts duration is very large. In the eastern inland catchments in Norway the flood peaks
show tendency to decrease. On the other hand, in the western part the trends are indicating
increased flood peaks. Also, more severe droughts were experienced especially in the southeast
Norway during previous years.

Figure N1. Annual temperatures for the Norwegian mainland 1900 – 2016, deviation for the 1961 – 1990
normal.

Figure N2 Annual precipitation for the Norwegian mainland 1900 – 2016, per cent of the 1961 – 1990 normal.
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Norway - Projection of climate change until 2100
The projections indicate warming in all parts of Norway and during all seasons. The annual
mean temperature for Norway is estimated to increase by 4.5 (3.3-6.4) °C towards the end of
this century (Fig. N3).

Norway
2100
increase by
4.5 °C

For the northern part of the Norwegian mainland is expected the
warming is approximately 6 °C, for Western Norway the estimated
warming is considerably lower, 3.7 °C.
The growing season, when average daily temperature is above 5° C, is
expected to become show a one to two-month increase in the inland
area, and a two to three months increase in in coastal areas.

Amounts of annual precipitation averaged over the Norwegian mainland is projected to
increase by 18% towards the end of this century (Fig. N4). The projections indicate increases for
all seasons.
Heavy rainfall is expected to be exceeded approximately twice a year on annual basis. The
projections indicate an increase of days with heavy rainfall for all season and all regions.
The annual runoff from the Norwegian mainland is estimated to increase, but less than annual
precipitation since evapotranspiration also will increase. The largest relative increases are
expected in the winter and large relative decrease in the summer. The number of days with
snow cover in the mountains will change very little, but in the lowlands the snow will in any
case arrive later and melt sooner. At least 60 days of the snowy season will be shovelled away,
and in Western Norway there will be very little snow left at lower altitude.
Future changes in flood expect rain flood magnitudes to increase and snowmelt flood
magnitudes to decrease. More frequent and intense rainfall events may in the future hit small
steep rivers and urban areas all over the country.
Higher temperatures causing earlier snowmelt and higher evaporation losses during the
summer season may lead to reduced river flow, more severe soil moisture deficits and lower
groundwater levels even in regions where summer precipitation is expected to increase. This
will result in more severe summer droughts.
Expected climate change will have a large impact on the area and volume of glaciers in Norway
towards the end of the century. For larger glaciers, a reduction of up to 2/3 of the area and
volume they have today is expected.
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Figure N3. Scenarios of the mean annual air temperature change (in °C) for Norway. Black curve shows
observations (1900-2014), red and blue curve show median value for the ensemble of ten RCM simulations for
emission scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. All curves are smoothed by low-pass filtering. Shading indicates spread
between low and high climate simulation (10th and 90th-percentile). The box plots on the right show values for
2071-2100 for both scenarios.

Figure N4. Scenarios of the mean precipitation totals change (in %) (b) for Norway. Black curve shows
observations (1900-2014), red and blue curve show median value for the ensemble of ten RCM simulations for
emission scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. All curves are smoothed by low-pass filtering. Shading indicates spread
between low and high climate simulation (10th and 90th-percentile). The box plots on the right show values for
2071-2100 for both scenarios.
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Slovakia - Geographical profile and land use
The Slovak Republic is in Central Europe with a total area of 49,000 km2. The west and north of
the country are covered by the Western Carpathian Mountains and large lowlands cover the
south. Between the easternmost and westernmost point, the distance is 6 degrees of longitude,
which is 430 km. Slovakia shares borders with 5 countries: Poland in the north, Ukraine in the
east, Hungary in the south and Austria and the Czech Republic in the west.
The Slovak Republic is predominantly a mountainous country, 60% of its surface is over 300 m,
15% over 800 m and 1% over 1,500 m above sea level. Gerlachovský peak is the highest point
(2,655 m a.s.l) and the discharge of the Bodrog River out of the Slovak Republic is the lowest
point (94 m a.s.l.). More than 95% of the territory is drained away by the Danube River to the
Black Sea. The longest river is Váh River with length of 403 km. Agricultural soil covers 49.5%,
forest soil 41%, water 1.9% and 4.7% is covered by built – up areas.

Slovakia;https://www.freeworldmaps.net/

Slovakia - Climatic conditions
Slovakia is in a mild climate zone with mean monthly precipitation totals equally distributed over
the whole year. The distance from the nearest seas makes the climate transitional between
oceanic and continental types and the weather is very variable. The Atlantic Ocean impacts the
western part of the country more and continental influence is more typical for the eastern part.
The Mediterranean climate mainly influences the south of the central part of the Slovak Republic,
through higher precipitation totals in autumn. Warm and relatively dry summers and cold,
slightly humid winters are characteristic. The average annual temperature is from 6°C in the north
(except the mountainous positions) to almost 11°C in the largest lowland Podunajská nížina in
15
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the southwest part of Slovakia. The absolute lowest temperature reached -41.0°C (20.07.2007)
and absolute highest temperature +40.3°C (11.02.1929). In the Podunajská nížina lowland is the
lowest annual amount of precipitation, around 500 mm, the highest annual total, 2,000 mm, is
in the summit positions of the Tatras. Summer is the season with the most of precipitation, while
winter precipitation is the lowest in comparison with other seasons. Drought often occurs in
spring, when previous winter was poorer in snow deposit and in summer in the southern part of
the territory.

Slovakia - Impacts of climate change
During the period 1881 - 2016, a significant increase in annual air temperature by 2.0°C (1.7°C
from 1900) and insignificant trend of annual precipitation totals by about 1% on average were
recorded in the Slovak Republic (Fig. S1). Annual precipitation totals increased up to 3% in the
north and decreased more than 10% in the south of the country. Daily precipitation totals ≥100
mm in Slovakia (heavy rainfall) in the period 1949-2017 are shown in Fig. S2. The relatively small
incidence of days with a total ≥100 mm was in the period 1975-1993, since then the number of
such days has increased significantly.
Relative air humidity
decreased up to 5% in the
south-west of the Slovak
Republic. A snow cover
decreases up to the altitude
of 800 m a.s.l. was
recorded (moderate snow
cover increase occurred
only in the highlands, above
1,000 m a.s.l.). There is
evidence of gradual
desertification, particularly
in the south of the country
(increase of potential
evapotranspiration and
decrease of soil moisture),
nevertheless, the year 2010 and the cold half-year 2012/2013 were the wettest since 1881.
Significant increases in regional floods and flash floods were recorded after 1993. Sun radiation
characteristics changed insignificantly, except for the temporal decrease in 1965 - 1985.
The temperature increase in the last 38 years is even more significantly than in the whole 1881 2017 period and the precipitation totals have started to increase slightly since 1994 (the extreme
year of 2010 was exceptional). The variability of the annual precipitation totals has increased
significantly. Changes in winter precipitation totals and an increase in winter air temperature
mean the existence of unstable snow conditions in the Slovak Republic; increase of snow cover
days and snow depths was recorded only in the higher mountains (altitudes above 1,000 m a. s.
l. cover only 5.4% of the Slovak territory).
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Figure S1: Deviations of the mean annual air temperature (dT) from the normal 1901 - 2000 and annual areal
atmospheric precipitation totals (RN) as a percentage of the normal 1901 - 2000 in the period 1881 – 2016 in
the Slovak Republic, including 11-year moving averages and linear trend

Figure S2. Number of cases and days with daily precipitation totals ≥100 mm in Slovakia (according to records
of around 700 precipitation measuring stations) in the period 1949 -2016, on 29.VI.1958 such a total
precipitation occurred at 36 stations, mainly in the north Slovakia.
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Slovakia, projection of climate change until 2100
The projections of temperature show the equal warming in all areas and altitudes of Slovakia
with increase of annual temperature by 3.6°C.
The lowest warming is indicated in summer, in the rest of the year the temperature increase is
little bit higher and relatively regularly distributed.

The extension of the vegetation period, when the average daily temperature is above 5 °C, is
expected in the southern but also in the northern part of Slovakia by two months longer.
The territory of Slovakia is a certain transitional zone, between the
influence of the Mediterranean climate, the interior of the Eurasian
continent and the Atlantic Ocean. This zone is not territorially strict, it
fluctuates in a north-south direction and varies from year to year.
Therefore, future precipitation scenarios are very uncertain for the
territory of Slovakia. The mean annual precipitation amount is
projected to increase by 10%. A higher increase of annual precipitation
totals is expected in the north of country.

Slovakia
2051 – 2100
increase by
3,6 °C

Winter precipitation is projected to increase the most, the change in summer precipitation will
be toward negative values. A comparable increase is also projected for the daily maximum
precipitation totals. Decrease in the number of days with snow cover below 1,000 m a.s.l is
expected and the occurrence of snow in the lowlands will be more sporadic.
Changes in the long-term annual regimes of river flows are expected, namely an increase in
winter and spring runoff and a decrease in summer and autumn runoff, especially during the
growing season.
The long-term drought periods in the summer and autumn months can be associated with a lack
of water as a significant manifestation of climate change in our territory. This phenomenon can
be caused because of a significant decrease of snow in the winter and early spring, the early start
of the growing season, and hence considerable evaporation in the spring months, but also due
to insignificant changes in precipitation and higher temperatures during the summer. The result
is a significant lack of soil moisture in the second half of the summer and early autumn.
Dry periods can be interrupted by heavily rainfall or strong storms with intense precipitation,
while the number of days with storm compared to the current (15 to 30 in the summer) should
not change, but very strong storms are likely to be up to 50% more. It is also assumed that
tornadoes will arise during extreme storms in the Slovak republic. It is possible to expect a more
frequent occurrence of flash local floods in various parts of the Slovak Republic.
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2051-2100

I

II

Tempera
ture
change

3,84

4,18 4,34 4,15 3,32 2,75 2,91 3,37 3,54 3,50 3,44 3,44 3,56

1,25

1,22 1,27 1,28 1,17 1,06 0,96 0,84 0,83 0,99 1,21 1,28 1,10

precipita
tion

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Year

Table S1. Scenarios of the mean air temperature change, (Temp in °C) and scenarios of the mean precipitation
totals change, (Prec, quotients) in 2051 - 2100 for Slovakia.

Climate change in Gemer region
The climate change in the Gemer region is similar with other parts of Slovakia, especially in
terms of temperature conditions. Trend in the Precipitation totals do not show a significant
change in either average or extreme indicators. However, the variability of seasonal and annual
precipitation is very high. A significant consequence of warming is increased evaporation. This
fact causes lower moisture in the upper layer of the soil, especially in the southern parts of the
Slaná and Rimava basins. Another consequence of climate change is hydrological drought,
manifested in low river flows and a decline in groundwater levels. The Rimava and Slaná river
basins are more vulnerable, where the geological structure and lower potential water resources
make the drought impacts
more visible. An example
was experienced in
previous years, when after
a very wet year 2010 in the
next 2 years there was a
very significant hydrological
drought in these basins. It
was also caused by the
synergy of unfavourable
distribution of precipitation
during the year and high
summer temperatures.
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Photo: Autumn in Gemer, Slovakia; author: Lubica Kušnierová

A gradual increase in temperature is expected for the future. This increase in the average
annual air temperature is 2°C by the middle of this century and up to 4°C by 2100. Warming will
be reflected in the reaction of nature, especially vegetation. It will be, on average, a warmer
growing season, and at the same time its earlier onset and its later end. Although the
cultivation of more thermophilic crops is possible, there is also a risk of migration of new plant
and animal species. There will also be a greater risk of damage from late spring and early
autumn frosts. An increase in average air temperatures also means an increase in maximum air
temperatures, which are expressed in the number of summer and tropical days. Rivers in the
region will be more affected by hydrological drought.

Summary, Climate change in Norway and Slovakia.
Climate change is manifested in Europe by gradual warming in all seasons of the year. At the
same time, the rate of warming is lower in Slovakia, compared to Norway.
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The impacts of increasing air temperature depending on the amount of available atmospheric
precipitation. Higher air temperature causes higher evaporation. If this evaporation is not
compensated by sufficient rainfall, the risk of drought and the associated adverse impacts on
agriculture, forestry, water management and water supply gradually increase. From this point
of view, the impacts of warming in Slovakia are more unfavourable, if we also consider smaller
water reserves in the snow cover. Conversely, in Norway, climate change can also have positive
impacts, e.g., more favourable prospects for livestock and cereal cultivation.
The risk of floods and landslides is similar in both countries. However, climate change is
accompanied by other problems arising from globalization, the spread of invasive plant and
animal species, and disruption of the nitrogen cycle in the atmosphere, in the Gemer region
there is also the presence of other environmental pressures. At the same time, it is necessary to
consider the socio-economic aspects, adaptation capacity and resilience of the population.
Therefore, it is necessary to take experience from communities in both countries to meet this
environmental challenge in this century.

Photo: https://www.iberdrola.com/environment/climate-change-mitigation-and-adaptation
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2 Norwegian and Slovak National and
Local Policies regarding Sustainable
Development and Climate Change
In Norway
In Norway as in other countries – the SDGs and sustainable development are at the core in
national policy documents such as “The National Expectations regarding Regional and
Municipal Planning”. Every four years, the Norwegian government draws up a document listing
national expectations regarding regional and municipal planning. The goal is to promote
sustainable development throughout the entire country rooted in the Norwegian Planning and
Building Act and the SDGs. Each Ministry has responsibility for one specific or several specific of
the 17 goals with the obligation to report on the progress implementing the goals.
The latest National Expectations document from 2019 states that the regional and local
authorities are key players in localizing the SDGs as they are close to the local citizens, the
different civil organizations, and the local businesses. Through their mandate as authorities for
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planning, they are responsible for great parts of both the physical and social infrastructure that
have a direct impact on the living conditions and opportunities in the everyday life of the citizens.
Several Norwegian municipalities have agreed to use the SGDs as a frame of reference in their
work with the municipal plans. Asker municipality became one of the” front runners “in this work
when in 2020 three municipalities merged into one bigger municipality. The SDGs were utilized”
as an overall and integral framework when structuring and organizing the new municipality.”
(Asker Municipality 2021).
Several National programs are aiming at strengthening competence and exchange of experiences
to support regional and local authorities in their efforts to localize the SDGs according to the
National policy. Here are some examples:
Local Quality – is working with strategies for transition to a low-emissions society. It is a research
and development project with The Norwegian Association of Regional and Local Authorities, KS
as leading partner in cooperation with research institutes, nine local municipalities and two
regions. The basic question in the report and the program is:” What does the transition to a lowemissions society mean for the municipal sector?” The aim of the project is to collect and develop
knowledge about how local municipalities and regions can realise the goals of being agents for
transition at local level.
Another program is a learning network of municipalities called: ”Bærekraftløftet” /”Promise for
Sustainability” – working together to exchange experiences in how to anchor the SDGs both as
a part of the municipal planning system and as well in the cooperation with local stakeholders.
One of the goals is to develop learning communities and new ways of working, and as a part of
that focus on involvement of citizens. How can the local communities/municipalities be an
example of “living laboratories” is one of several leading questions?

Field of Goals. Co-production and implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals in
regional and local planning - is a interdisciplinary research project supported by the Norwegian
Research program DEMOS organised as a consortium of 23 partners from academia, public
authorities and the civil society. (The acronym DEMOS stands for, translated into English:
“Democratic and effective governing, planning and management.”)
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The overall goal is to develop a framework for how to implement the SDGs into local and regional
planning considering the different contextual dimensions in the complex and wicked problems
related to green transition and a low carbon emission society balanced with social and economic
considerations. It will be based on the experiences and lessons learned from the Norwegian Local
and Regional Agenda 21 programs since 1992 and forward. The work comprises among other
workshops and focus groups where the members of the consortium will contribute to co-produce
knowledge and social learning across sectors.

In Slovakia
In Slovakia the sustainable development and it’s SDGs has been anchored in few strategy
documents mostly in last decade. The creation of more concrete national policies and strategies
is at the government’s focus in last 2-3 years. Here are the most significant examples:
1. Action plan for implementation of the climate change adaptation strategy of the Slovak
Republic (2021)
This document is actualization and relates to The National Adaptation Strategy - resolution
of the Slovak Government in 2014 (updated in 2018). Icontains several objectives,
including: dissemination of information and knowledge on the issue of adaptation at all
levels of management, as well as for the general public; strengthening of the institutional
framework for adaptation processes in the Slovak Republic; developing a comprehensive
risk assessment methodology in the context of climate change from the national to the
local level; development and application of methodologies for the economic assessment of
different adaptation measures (macroeconomic impacts); and the development and
implementation of a specific tool for the selection of investment priorities based on an
assessment of the cross-sectoral aspects of adaptation measures.
2. Low-Carbon Development Strategy of the Slovak Republic until 2030 with a view to 2050
(2020)
This Strategy aims to identify measures, including additional measures, to achieve climate
neutrality in Slovakia by 2050. It outlines options for a comprehensive long-term (30-year)
strategic roadmap for moving to a low-carbon economy. The document sets sectoral
targets of GHG emissions reductions to 2030 in order to meet its EU commitment.
3. Integrated National Energy and Climate Plan for 2021 to 2030 (2019)
The National Energy and Climate (ENCP) Plan is a ten-year integrated document mandated
by the European Union to each of its member states in order for the EU to meet its overall
greenhouse gases emissions targets. The Energy and Climate Plan addresses all five
dimensions of the EU Energy Union: decarbonisation, energy efficiency, energy security,
internal energy markets and research, innovation and competitiveness
The plan establishes the following goals:
1) building a competitive, low-carbon economy by the optimal use of renewable energy
sources, nuclear energy, decarbonised gases and innovative technologies;
2) to promoto energy efficiency thanks to measures foccussing on low-energy
manufacturing processes in industry and improvements in building thermal and technical
properties;
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3) to support an efficient energy architecture which creates the conditions for energy
security (utilisation of domestic energy sources);
4) the deployment of smart energy systems and electricity storage systems to ensure an
integrated energy market;
5) to implement R&D programmes.
The main targets of the plan are:
- reduce GHG emissions by at least 20% compared to 2005.
- reach at least a 27% share of renewables in energy end-use by 2030.
4. Greener Slovakia - Strategy of the Environmental Policy of the Slovak Republic until 2030
(2019)
This document defines a vision until 2030, which takes into account a possible, probable,
and the desired future development, identifies the fundamental systemic problems, sets
the objectives until 2030 and proposes a framework for measures to improve the current
situation, and it also contains basic result indicators that will enable a verification of
achieved results. The basic vision of Envirostrategy 2030 is to achieve better environmental
quality and sustainable circulation of the economy, which is based on rigorous protection
of environmental compartments and using as little nonrenewable natural resources and
hazardous substances as possible, which will lead to an improvement in health of the
population. Environmental protection and sustainable consumption will be part of the
general awareness of citizens and policy makers. Through the prevention and adaptation to
climate change, the consequences will be as subdued as possible in Slovakia.

Photo: CUE Gemer

AGENDA 2030
The High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) is the UN’s main platform for sustainable development,
which plays a central role in the follow-up and review of the 2030 Agenda SDGs at global level.
The Forum adopts intergovernmental political declarations and its members meet annually
under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
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The Slovak Republic took commitment to implement the 2030 Agenda in the document
Baselines of the Implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development approved by
the Government Resolution 95/2016.
In Slovakia, responsibility for the 2030 Agenda is divided between the Ministry of Investments,
Regional Development and Informatization of the Slovak Republic and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and European Affairs of the Slovak Republic.
On 24th July 2017, the Government of the Slovak Republic approved Proposal for the National
Implementation Process of the 2030 Agenda, elaborated by the Ministry of Investments,
Regional Development and Informatization of the Slovak Republic.The main purpose of this
document is to provide a framework that will allow better coordination and more effective
solution of comprehensive cross-cutting issues, which are in the competence of several state
bodies and institutions. Within the consultative process involving government, local
government and experts, the national priorities for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda
were defined and were submitted to the Government of the SR for approval on 13th June 2018
by Government Resolution 273/2018. Measurable strategic goals, relevant national indicators
and relevant implementation documents and measures of the ministries will be given to the
respective national priorities.
Vision and Development Strategy 2030 – “Slovakia 2030” was adopted by Government
Resolution 41/2021 of 20th January 2021. “Slovakia 2030” follows both horizontal and vertical
approach, representing a national regional development strategy at the same time. It contains
82 national indicators defined to measure the progress, which serve as a offer list.
A set of the six national priorities and 29 key challenges that adjust Slovakia’s international
commitment towards the 2030 Agenda to national conditions:
1. Sustainable settlements, regions and countryside in the face of climate change (supports
SDGs: 6, 7, 11, 13, 15).
2. Transformation towards a knowledge-based and environmentally sustainable economy in the
face of changing demography and global context (supports SDGs: 7, 8, 9, 10, 12).
3. Education for a life in dignity (supports SDGs: 4, 8, 10).
4. Poverty reduction and social inclusion (supports SDGs: 1, 2, 10).
5. Rule of law, democracy and security (supports SDGs: 5, 16).
6. Good health (supports SDGs: 3, 10)

References
Norwegian policy
National expectations to regional and municipal planning 2019 – 2023:
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/cc2c53c65af24b8ea560c0156d885703/nasjonaleforventninger-2019-engelsk.pdf

The Norwegian Planning and Building Act: https://www.regjeringen.no/en/dokumenter/planningbuilding-act/id570450/
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Agenda 2030 in Asker Municipality: https://gold.uclg.org/sites/default/files/asker_2021.pdf
https://www.kortreistkvalitet.no/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Kortreist-Kvalitet-Engelsk.v4.pdf

”Baerrekraftløftet”: https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/aktuelt/nyheter/barekraftnyheter/barekraftsloftet--ikke-bare-ei-nal/
https://fieldofgoals.squarespace.com
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/outcomedocuments/agenda21

DEMOS research program:
https://www.forskningsradet.no/contentassets/58575f60fb21436da6cf3dbec9938d38/demos_progra
mplan_2017-24_web.pdf

Climate ADAPT
https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/countries-regions/countries/slovakia
International and national climate change policies in Slovakia
https://www.minzp.sk/klima/adaptacia-zmenu-klimy/ - iba v slovenskom jazyku
Agenda 2030 in Slovakia
https://agenda2030.statistics.sk/Agenda2030/en/policy-context/
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3 The Green Curriculum - an example of
Norwegian Policy for Education for
Sustainable Development
“Green Curriculum” for the primary and secondary school in Norway
The Directorate of Education (Utdanningsdirektoratet) launched in 2017 the following “green
curriculum” for the primary and secondary school:
Sustainable development as an interdisciplinary topic in school will help the pupils to understand
basic dilemmas and developments in society, and how they can be worked with by the pupils and
others. Sustainable development refers to protecting life on earth and providing for the needs of
people who live here now without destroying the possibilities for future generations to fill their
needs. Sustainable development is based on the understanding that social, economic, and
environmental conditions are interrelated. Our lifestyles and resource consumption have local,
regional, and global consequences.
In working with this topic, the pupils will develop competence, which enables them to make
responsible choices and to act ethically and with environmental awareness. The pupils must learn
to understand that all individual activities and choices are significant. This topic includes issues
relating to the environment and climate, poverty and distribution of resources, conflicts, health,
equality, demographic and education. The pupils shall learn about the various aspects of
sustainable development.
Technology has a substantial impact on human beings, the environment and society.
Technological competence and knowledge about the links between technology and the social,
economic, and environmental aspects of sustainable development are thus key discussion points
here. While technological development may help to solve problems, it may also create new ones.
Knowledge about technology implies understanding, which dilemmas may arise due to the use
of technology, and how these can be worked with by the pupils.
In the new curriculum “Kunnskapsløftet” – The Knowledge Rice - three new crosscutting thematic
areas need to be worked with at each school:
1. Sustainable Development
2. Democracy and citizenship
3. Public health and life proficiency.
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4 The best practices and case stories
Why best practices and case stories?
The global challenges we are facing such as climate change issues can discourage each and one
of us asking ourselves,” but what can I do to contribute to change?” During the flood of
information, we are receiving every day, however, a flora of sustainable practices is emerging
which represents possible solutions, promoting better life quality for both people, nature and
other species. Anchored in lived life experiences they signal that” something else is possible''. We
do not know the sustainable future; we are not there yet. The best practices do not give readymade answers, but they can give some insight into the space of opportunity we call the future.
These stories can be signals of hope.

The authors of this study have since many years been devoted to educating for sustainable
development, where transformative learning, experiential pedagogy and collective experiencemaking are at the core, always using practical real-world examples as our starting point for
learning. Our experience reveals that good examples have the greatest power to inspire, while
at the same time these examples seldom work by themselves. For these examples to trigger
action – which isn’t to say that they should elicit carbon copies of what others have done – it’s
important to participate in learning processes, where the learner is challenged to ask: “What
about this example is relevant to my situation and how can I translate this to action where I live
and dwell?” We have embraced this kind of pedagogical approach for both this and for earlier
projects.

Photo: Mona Nielsen
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The case stories that follow have this educational purpose with reference to the main outputs
from the questionnaire and the opening conference as mentioned in our introduction to the
study.

4.1 Eco-Community declaration as guiding
principle for municipal planning and
activities in Tingvoll
Tinvgoll municipality has a longstanding history as an eco-community. Tingvoll
decided to confront the future and from the early 1990 the municipality was one of
the leaders in setting up the “eco-municipality movement”. The eco-community
declaration from 1990 is still an important pillar for the municipality's development
work practicing the slogan “better solutions for the people and the environment”.

Photo: Wikipedia,Tingvoll

Photo: Tingvoll Municipality
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Background: Description of the work
Tingvoll with a population of about 3 000 is a rural community located in the county MøreRomsdal. It is a part of Norway's fjord region with great natural beauty and local resources.
Having said that, the municipality also experiences the challenges connected to urbanisation with
regards to population, employment, and municipal services, that is fewer young people and still
more elderly and retired people. The main challenge when it comes to climate is more intense
rainfall which will lead to increasing risks of flood and landslides. As a coastal community there
are risks such as hurricanes and storm surge. The other environmental challenge that has a high
priority is to stop the losses in biodiversity. Since Tingvoll has an unusually varied and rich
biological diversity with a high density of endangered species and habitats, the municipality has
a special responsibility in taking care of this uniqueness according to the municipal ecocommunity plan 2020 – 2032 adopted in the municipal council the 10th of September 2020.

The Eco-Community Declaration and the newly adopted ecocommunity plan
This declaration has been governing the municipality´s activities for almost 30 years. It has been
submitted to and adopted by all municipal councils since 1990 even though the political
composition of the municipal council in terms of political parties has changed according to the
local elections through the years, and it was last adopted the 24th of October 2019. It is thus a
declaration that has been serving as a common foundation across the different political parties.
The declaration is presented like this in the newly adopted eco-community plan (page 4):
1. Ecological goals must be included in the municipal plan.
2. In the municipal executive work any environmental consequences must be investigated.
3. Mobilising the citizens to use local knowledge and the local nature resources to create a
sustainable development.
4. Protection and use of the local natural and cultural basis.
5. Make local contributions to solutions to global problems.
6. Solve local environmental challenges.
7. Strong emphasis on local governance and commitment.
In order to strengthen and secure the possibility for youth to participate in local decision-making
regarding matters that are of special concern for this age group a new regulation in the
Norwegian Municipal Act was introduced in 2019 stating that all municipalities and regions in
Norway are obliged to establish a Youth Council after each election. Before 2019 this was
optional.
In Tingvoll the Youth Council has shown a strong commitment for environmental issues and
worked on their suggestions for the municipal plan in line with the eco-community declaration.
Their demands were presented in the municipal council and was adopted in August 2019 as
follows (page 3 in the plan):
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1. A youth exchange will be carried out within a theme related to the concept of being an
eco-community.
2. Better public transport both locally and in the region should be improved.
3. The youth council wants the municipality to establish a thrift store, it may be in
cooperation with the” Environment Company '' and the voluntary sector.
4. Tingvoll municipality should focus on the environment in all its procurements, for
example considering electric cars in the home nurse service.
5. Tingvoll municipality should have a focus on monitoring and reduction of energy
consumption in all public buildings.
Like in many other municipalities in Norway Tingvoll municipality will continue to localize the
SDGs, that is to adapt the SGDs to the local conditions and explore the local room for action.

Azote Images for Stockholm Resilience Centre: https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/researchnews/2016-06-14-how-food-connects-all-the-sdgs.html

And this is how Tingvoll expresses this work in the format of a vision (page 9).

In 2032 it will be like that in Tingvoll:
● We have watercourses and sea areas with good environmental conditions.
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● We have a climate–neutral operation in all municipal entities and good public transport.
● We have a sustainable management of agricultural and forestry areas in the
municipality.
● We have strong soil protection and arable land will not be degraded.
● We have stopped the loss of biological diversity both on land and in water.
● We are a municipality with a clear environmental profile.
● We have a municipal centre with good village qualities.
● We have safe, living and inclusive local communities throughout the municipality.
● We work systematically with environmental considerations in the municipal
procurements.
● We are actively using the local environment of competency in the development of the
eco-community.
● We have a great demand on locally produced and ecological food.
● We buy locally and support the convenience stores where possible.
● We support the establishment of green energy production that does not destroy
diversity in nature and the quality of life.
● We have control over alien species, and we fight already existing deposits.

” Together for life – safe living and inclusive local communities” Photo: Tingvoll Municipality
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School for politicians
As one of many initiatives as an eco-community, Tingvoll pioneered many years ago a unique
approach: ”the school for politicians”, whereby courses on environment and sustainable
development were organized for the local councillors after each election. It comprises a series of
seminars and workshops including themes such as local industry and resources, energy, biological
diversity and ecological land-use; using methods for involving citizens and role playing where the
council members change political parties. It is a creative method of local empowerment and an
approach that now will be revitalised according to the new eco-municipality plan. The continuity
in this effort as in other activities has been a key to success, not least because small rural
communities often lack knowhow to make skilled decisions in the complex matter of sustainable
development.

The annual feast locally produced at Tingvoll Secondary School with
sustainable development as one of two pillars
Another example of pioneering activity as an eco-community is the annual “Kortreist
Gjestebud”/”Feast Locally produced” arranged at and by Tingvoll Secondary School. It is arranged
as an open market where all the students offer their own produced goods for sale. The whole
school is involved, and the preparations are worked with throughout the year and the activities
are connected to the curriculum and competence goals in all subjects from first to tenth grade.
The local community is included as an arena for learning. The schoolworks in close cooperation
with local producers such as farmers, fishermen and the local Bioforsk Centre, a national center
for ecological farming and landuse research. Through the year the students are visiting and have
the possibility to grow their own food in the beautiful “Star Garden” at the Centre.

Photo: Tingvoll Secondary School
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Around 500- 600 local visitors from the local community attend this event, which has been
arranged since 2004 and not without struggles and hard efforts. It takes time to prepare and
work across the disciplines in this whole school approach. Instead of giving up, the school chose
to learn from failures and difficulties. This has resulted in the development of the concept and as
a model that can inspire and be transferred to other schools. Several publications have been
published describing very concrete this cross-disciplinary concept.

Photos: Tingvoll Secondary School

Tingvoll, coat of arms

Photo: Tingvoll Secondary School
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Photo: Tingvoll Secondary School

Questions for discussion
1. How can you transfer the principle of an eco-declaration as a guiding principle in your
municipality and/or in your organization?
2. If you should arrange a local school for politicians as in Tingvoll, how would you do it in
your local context and together with whom?
3. How can the local school in your community be aware of the local community as a
learning arena, identifying and cooperating with for example local producers and
others?

Links and References
Tingvoll eco-community plan: https://www.tingvoll.kommune.no/administrasjon/innsyn/planerog-horingsdokumenter/kommuneplan-og-styringsdokumenter/
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https://www.tingvoll.kommune.no/politikk/planer-ogstyringsdokumenter/kommuneplan/okokommuneplan-2020-2032-samfunnsdel/
Tingvoll 2050 ”Fortsatt liten, grønn og annerledes”/”Still small, green and different” (2019)
https://www.tingvoll.kommune.no/_f/p1/iea7a8ed1-208b-42ed-b124-6bf9069ce533/team-pirii_sluttleveranse-a3-redusert-med-redigerte-bilder-5-komprimert-2-final.pdf
https://www.allgronn.org/stedskraft/tettstedrapport-md2005.pdf (page 48 - 57)
The Ideas Bank Foundation: NORDIC – Success stories in Sustainability: http://eduaction.no/wpcontent/uploads/2017/11/NORDIC.pdf
Kortreist Gjestebud/Locally produced Banquet at Tingvoll local school:
http://www.kortreistgjestebud.no and https://www.facebook.com/Kortreist-Gjestebud289801271190348?locale=nb_NO
Tingvoll Eco-Park: http://tingvollokopark.no/besok-okoparken/
The Sun Power and Bioenergy Centre: https://www.norsok.no/prosjekter/2016/tingvoll-sol-ogbioenergisenter

4.2 “See gold where others see rubbish”
Consumption and foodwaste lead to climate emissions. Within 11 years the social enterprise
“Kompass & Co” employed over 100 youth, retrieved 60 000 kilos of surplus food, delivered
catering to more than 35 businesses, established five local organic gardens and developed seven
social meeting places.

Photos: Kompass & Co
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Background - Description of the work
Research shows that 5 to 10 % of youth in the Nordic countries is neither in any educational
program, employed nor in programs for work training. Every third youth in Norway are school
dropouts and do not complete high school. Youth in this situation have expressed that they feel
useless. How to change this situation and combine it with efforts to create green jobs and social
arenas for wellbeing and empowerment, while at the same time taking care of the environment
and contributing to reducing climate emission? This ambitious question was the driving force
behind the establishment of the social enterprise “Kompass & Co” in 2011

The four women that initiated this enterprise had in different ways been working with youth in
municipal welfare services for children, in schools and the Norwegian Labour and Welfare
Administration, (NAV). Some also had a background in the creative arts, business development,
marketing, designing and facilitation.

As a social enterprise” Kompass & Co” base their work on the philosophy that all human beings
have the capacity to find a solution to make changes in their own life situation. The approach is
to meet the young people where they live their daily life. Through the Youth Program and
projects linked to that, they develop arenas for mastering through individually tailored tasks.
They assist the youth in finding their own “life-compass” - for this reason, the name of the
enterprise.

It is said that “it takes a village to raise a child” – a solid social network is of great importance.
For this reason, when ”Kompass & Co” starts to work with the youth they allocate time and
efforts to build a secure and stable network around each youth. This network consists of
different people that can contribute with different knowledge and experiences in the different
stages of the empowering and mastering process.

Kompass & Co
11 years - assist the youth in finding
their own” life-compass” – retrieved
more than 60 000 kg of surplus food
– catering to more than 35 bussines –
five local gardens – seven social
meeting places
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Sherry Hakimnejad: “We work with the SDGs every day” Photo: Kompass & Co

”Kompass & Co” describes the youth program as a three-step model. The goal and focus of this
model are employment in the form of paid work, strengthened self-esteem and inner motivation.
The result is also a better CV and contacts in work life. In order to reach these results, the
enterprise has a multitude of partners both in the public and private sector, and in addition to
that, they work closely with other social enterprises and NGOs.
In the Youth Program, the focus is on the three following areas with reference to the global
sustainability goals: 1. Kompass Food - projects based on surplus-food, pointing at the problem
with food waste 2. Redesign – old things that might look like rubbish can get new life. 3. Ecological
and short travelled agriculture.

“Kompass-food” – Catering and educational programs for raising
awareness
In order to be a part of the solution to complex global issues “Kompass & Co” started the food
project in 2017. On average, each Norwegian wastes 42,6 kilos of food each year. This leads to
1,35 billion of tons of CO2 equivalents, which is 2 % of Norway´s carbon footprint. To compare,
research from the Norwegian NGO “Future in our Hands” shows that if we reduced waste of food
to zero it would be the same as removing 400 000 cars from the Norwegian roads.

The activities in the “surplus-food-program” include collecting surplus food from food shops and
restaurants, catering, selling street-food from their own food truck and organizing educational
programs and courses. Each week between 150 and 200 kilos of surplus food is collected. It is
both food that never reaches shops for different reasons and it is food that has expired. Some
of the surplus food is included as part of the dishes offered in the “Kompass-Catering Menu”,
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other parts are distributed to different institutions that work with people living in poverty and
others.

Photo: Brian Cliff Olguin: The Food truck – result of restoration done by the youth and professional partners

The food-truck is an old Peugeot from 1967 that has been restored by the young people as job
training and in cooperation with professional partners. It is equipped with a refrigerator,
workbenches and plenty of shelf space.

Photo: Brian Cliff Olguin
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Related to this activity “Kompass & Co” organizes courses for other citizen consumers where
others can learn more about how to make delicious cooking out of surplus food and how to use
all parts of foods. And not the least through these courses they contribute to raising awareness
about the carbon footprint related to waste of food.
Today they also run a canteen at one of the secondary schools in Oslo.

Redesign projects
On the average each Norwegian throws away 65 kilos of furniture each year, many of these still
usable. Research shows that reuse as a business principle might reduce 90 % of the climate and
environmental footprint in the furniture industry. The Norwegian research institute SINTEFF in
one of their studies shows that investing in a circular economy can create tens of thousands of
new jobs in Norway until 2030. When it comes to clothes, on average each Norwegian has 359
garments in their wardrobe; every fifth of these is never used, approximately 23 kilos of clothes
annually end their life as so-called rubbish. The clothing industry, globally, accounts for 8 – 10%
of the CO2 emissions.
The redesign and upcycle concept as an arena for mastering job creation in “Kompass & Co”
consists of the reuse and redesign of furniture and clothes. As a follow up the young people also
contribute to different cultural and public events, they rent out furniture, edible plants and decor
based on the principle of redesign focusing on the triple-bottom line.

In the process of developing this niche they have involved professional clothing designers,
cabinet makers and upholsterers. They were supported with upholstery fabric in wool from
“Gudbrandsdalen Wool Goods Factory” and from the painting room in the Norwegian Public TV
Channel (NRK), they were given remnants of wood and cloth.

Photos: Kompass & Co
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Ecological agriculture – local gardens
Through the years “Kompass & Co” also has developed different kinds of gardening services.
Together with another NGO they started a roof garden on the top of a local shopping center
owned by the real estate developer, Aspelin Ramm. Following that experience they got a contract
with the same developer regarding the establishing and maintenance of the outdoor areas in
Vulkan, a new developed location for culture and food established in one of Oslo`s former
industrial areas.

Photo: Kompass & Co

In addition to locally grown organic food the aim of the green roof project was and is related to
the rising awareness of the importance of green roofs when it comes to surface water
management.

Experiences others can learn from
One of the founders, Sherry Hakimnejad, says that two of the important factors of success are
patience and time. At its beginning, this social enterprise became a “steep learning curve”. “We
considered the young people as our compass”, she says. In the beginning Sherry did what she
calls “informal socio-anthropological” studies through outreach work. She and her colleagues
listened to life stories that testified vulnerability and exclusion. It was definitely not easy in the
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beginning when they experienced a lot of resistance from the young people and that some of
them did not show up on time, they did not want to do parts of the job, they hid in the toilet with
their mobile phone though it had to be handed in at the beginning of the workday. Sherry and
her colleagues realized and learned that they needed a flexible business model. An important
part of the job has been to orient the young people towards the reality of work life while at the
same time making the employers and partners to understand the life conditions of the youth and
to see that these often-stigmatized young people have a lot of resources. ”We are strict, but fair”,
Sherry tells – “if the work is not carried out as expected there will be no salary.”

Photo: Kompass & Co

Through the 10 years they have also learned and realized that the young people needed what
most of us need: Paid work and not the least the sense of belonging to a place. The standard
systems of the traditional school did not fit for many of the young people. After 3 to 4 years of
practical work, “Kompass & Co” experiences that the youth regain interest in schoolwork and
want to re-enter school and get a formal education. The youth interviewed through the years by
newspapers and others, underline the importance of meeting other young people in the same
situation, and not least having a social and safe environment with care as a foundation. In
addition to that, the practical skills they gain through the Youth Program has laid the foundation
for their access to further education and work life.

The efforts through 10 years “Kompass & Co” have clearly demonstrated an example of practical
solution towards complex and wicked societal problems like unemployment, school drop-out,
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exclusion intertwined with environmental problems. Having said that, “Kompass & Co”
emphasizes that their activity as a social entrepreneur is a supplement to, and not a substitute
for, public services.

Happy team - Photo: Kompass & Co

It has been a struggle to raise money. The economy is mostly financed from short term project
money and selling of services. The projects that “Kompass & Co” are running have higher costs
since they deal with several aspects in the life conditions of the youth. In addition to being
employers, they focus on mental health, follow-up with regard to housing and schooling as well
as family and home conditions. Together with other similar social enterprises in Norway they
have suggested to national and local authorities the importance of a funding system that gives
basic support.
The activity has primarily been in Oslo, but the plans for the future include that the “Kompass &
Co”-concept can spread to other parts of the country and inspire other regions and countries in
Europe, like Slovakia and the Gemer Region.
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Questions for discussion
1. How are CO2 emissions related to consumption in your region?
2. What are the statistics in your region when it comes to unemployment and schooldropouts?
3. If you wanted to start a social enterprise similar to what” Kompass & Co” did in your
own context, who could you work together with, what does your network look like
when it comes to partners. Where can you start?

Links and References
Meetings and interviews with Kompass & CO.
https://kompassogco.no/nyheter/
https://www.nav.no/en/home/about-nav/what-is-nav
UNs Food program: ”Why do we have to change our Food System?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcL3BQeteCc
The 17 Global Sustainable Development Goals: https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.matprat.no/artikler/matsvinn/4-grunner-til-at-matsvinn-er-et-miljo--og-klimaproblem/
Future in our Hands: https://www.framtiden.no/frontpage.html
https://www.framtiden.no/medlemsblad/livsstil-og-forbruk/sosialt-entreprenorskap-for-framtida.html
https://cnytt.no/2021/01/15/sirkulaerokonomi-kan-skape-tusenvis-av-jobber/
https://cnytt.no/2021/01/29/hver-av-oss-kaster-65-kilo-mobler-i-aret/
https://online.hbs.edu/blog/post/what-is-the-triple-bottom-line
https://fontene.no/nyheter/sherry-redder-verden-med-mat-6.47.625922.754117ba69
https://sageneavis.no/politikerne-vil-satse-pa-mestringsarena-i-hjertet-av-sagene/19.4508
https://www.dagsavisen.no/nyheter/innenriks/2013/09/09/urbane-bonder-gar-i-hoyden/
https://www.aftenposten.no/oslo/i/qLnR1/groenne-tak-skal-beskytte-mot-flom
Strategy ”Green Roofs” Oslo Municipality: https://www.oslo.kommune.no/getfile.php/133962571613997294/Tjenester%20og%20tilbud/Politikk%20og%20administrasjon/Bydeler/Bydel%20Grünerløkk
a/Politikk%20i%20Bydel%20Grünerløkka/Politiske%20saker%20i%20Bydel%20Grünerløkka/2021/202103-08%20Høring%20%20Strategi%20for%20grønne%20tak%20og%20fasader/Forslag%20til%20strategi%20for%20grønne%2
0tak%20og%20fasader%20på%20høring.pdf
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4.3 A Citizens´ Climate Network (Oslo) –
challenges and complements municipal
plans regarding climate and urban
agriculture.
Inspired by the Peoples´ Paris Climate Summit a group of active citizens in Oslo organized a local climate
summit in their community. Followed up by a “ bus-seminar” this led to the strengthening of networks
across organizations/sectors and concrete actions for local green transitions.

Local Climate Summit, Photo: Astrid Kjellevold

Background: Description of the work
Representatives from a local unit of Friends of the Earth had joined the Paris Peoples´ Climate
summit in 2015 and coming back to Oslo they were passionate to ask how they as citizens could
act locally in their own neighbourhoods in the Grorud valley, Oslo. They were impatient and
longing for action and more than plans and strategies. In cooperation with other organizations
and the local newspaper they arranged a local climate summit in their part of the city in March
2017; this with reference to Oslo´s climate strategy, which was politically adopted in 2016; an
ambitious climate strategy with a goal of reducing the CO2 emissions with 50% before 2020 and
90 % before 2030 (compared to the 1990 level). One of the 14 areas of focus was and is to involve
and inspire the citizens and local private sector towards a climate friendly behaviour.

One of several results of the local climate summit was the formation of a cooperating climate
network including representatives from a multitude of local NGOs and engaged citizens. Later
they developed a vision, strategy, and local action plan to develop green meeting places and to
initiate urban agriculture aiming at transforming their neighbourhoods” from grey to green –
from scrap to sprout”. The plan is demonstrating how several of the 17 global sustainability goals
can be addressed locally as projects and initiatives that in a holistic way include themes like
climate, public health and well-being, biodiversity, surface water management, growing, lifelong
learning, social inclusion and not the least, the importance of cooperation.
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Youth as active participants, Photo: Astrid Kjellevold

This plan laid the ground for one of several follow-up events in the format of a “bus-seminar”. At
that time the City Council had drafted for the first time in its history, a strategy and plan for urban
agriculture. (After several rounds of consultations/hearings the strategy was politically adopted
in 2019.)
One of several goals is to facilitate a diversity of green urban spaces, local and sustainable food
production that goes hand in hand with the creation of social meeting places that can also be
arenas for learning and education. Not the least this has to be in close cooperation with citizens,
the local neighbourhoods.
The driving force behind the local climate meeting, the bus-seminar and other events and
initiatives, was the question whether citizens – as a kind of “reciprocal participation” we might
say – could be an active group of ”watchdogs” and inspire the municipality by developing – from
the bottom-up - their local and complementary action plans for reducing climate emissions and
change areas from ”grey to green”.
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The local Climate Summit
The local climate summit received overwhelming support and it gathered a multitude of
participants both when it comes to different age groups, representatives from public and private
sector, local NGOs and committed citizens. The meeting was arranged in the local library and
opened with mingling between the participants with the opportunity to visit different
information stands.

The program consisted of three parts followed by open dialogue and discussions among the
participants:
1. Professionals/researchers explained the impact of the climate emissions in Oslo
2. Political representatives presented local and regional plans and strategies
3. Local citizens and NGOs, organizations presented their initiatives and burning
questions.

Panel of local politicians at the local climate summit, Photo: Astrid Kjellevold

The meeting resulted in the strengthening of network building and led to a new event a year later
in the format of a “bus-seminar”.
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Bus-seminar and workshop
The overall goal of this event was to anchor the local green plan mentioned above, to encourage
different sectors to commit to the plan and to develop creative ideas for a green transition. The
bus drove the over 70 participants on a route to view the most littered areas in the area. At each
stop there were short presentations from both professionals, politicians and local citizens
organizations about critical themes, such as traffic and noise, pollution of rivers and housing
development – “you won´t believe it before you see it”, was the remark of the day. The
participants came from different departments in the central and local administration of Oslo,
local and national politicians, and local activist groups.

Presentations during the bus-seminar, Photo: Astrid Kjellevold

The closing session of the seminar was arranged as a “creative ideas and dialogue” workshop,
where the initiators presented their local action plans and asked how further cooperation could
be developed between the different levels and sectors.

The seminar and workshop were evaluated by the participants and summarized in a report sent
to all the participants including both short term and long-term green transition initiatives, some
of these implemented today and some still remain. Examples of such initiatives are:
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● The establishment of a roof garden on the top of a multi-purpose sports hall as an arena
for learning and mobilization of youth. It was also established related to the rising
awareness of the importance of green roofs when it comes to surface water
management.
● Creative Campaigns and activities for ”snuff- og snipfree” local environment based on
the facts that cigarette butts contain 95 % of plastic. It is one of the reasons for plastic
waste in rivers and seas. Two-thirds of cigarettes produced end up on the ground. Birds,
fish, and the mammals that ingest this plastic die of starvation and of the toxin in the
plastic
● Recruitment of over 50 “Bumblebee-ambassadors” in the area with reference to the
need for biodiversity and to improve the living conditions for bumblebees and other
pollinating insects. It applies to individuals, local organisations, local private sector
representatives and municipal services. Their activities as “bumblebee-ambassadors” has
among other led to the establishment of so-called “bumblebee-streets” and
“bumblebee-plazas” with pollinator friendly plants and nicely decorated signs that
inform about the importance of “local food” for endangered insects.

Bumblebee-ambassadors at the local Christmas tree party, photo: Ellingsrud Allotmentgarden
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Preparing for pollinator friendly street-garden, Photo: Astrid Kjellevold

Bumblebee – ambassadors

Photos: Ellingsrud Allotment Garden
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Experiences others can learn from
The ”snow-ball-method” – this is how one of the many initiators, Astrid Kjellevold, summarizes
many years of volunteer work as described above. ” We have seen results that we could not have
foreseen in advance, a snowball started to roll, and several activities started to link to each
other.” To work with the close measures, the practical hands-on activities that might seem small
and insignificant in the bigger picture grew bigger, and they have demonstrated that it is a very
good beginning and entrance to address the often abstract and not-understandable
environment- and climate issues. And not the least it has committed, mobilized and engaged a
lot of citizens of all ages. It has given rise to happiness, well-being, and hope for the future. ”It’s
about trusting and believing in the process”, A. Kjellevold says. And she adds that it was of great
importance that they partnered with the local newspaper that has published and still is publishing
articles and photos from the many activities in the area.
Reading the evaluations of the bus-seminar you can describe this event as an innovative
approach to co-creation. In itself and in the way it was organized, it gave new perspectives and
became an arena for co-creation. It opened up for an “educational cross-pollination”: A dialogue
between knowledge based on practice and everyday experiences and the expert’s professional
system knowledge.
No doubt the work described demanded, and still demands, much courage and a big amount of
volunteer hours of work. It has been a challenge to keep up the pressure as a ”watch-dog”. Many
of the measures that were described and developed at the bus-seminar are related to the
systems level and are demanding that public authorities, departments, policymakers, and the
private sector take their responsibility as well.

Questions for discussion
1. Which are the most critical impacts of climate change you are observing in your
neighbourhood and local environment?
2. If you should arrange a local climate summit and a bus-seminar similar to what the
climate network in Oslo did, how would you do it in your local context and together with
whom?
3. How can this be linked to the local and national climate plans in your region?

Links and References
Video from the bus-seminar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbPN90TCikg
Climate Strategy for Oslo towards 2030: https://www.klimaoslo.no/wpcontent/uploads/sites/88/2020/09/Klimastrategi2030-Kortversjon-ENG_2608_enkeltside.pdf
https://www.klimaoslo.no/2020/06/10/oslos-new-climate-strategy/
Sprouting Oslo – room for everyone in the city´s green spaces. A strategy for urban agriculture.
https://www.oslo.kommune.no/getfile.php/133981831614956203/Tjenester%20og%20tilbud/Natur%2C%20kultur%20og%20fritid/Urbant%20landbruk/BYM_
SpirendeOslo_engelsk_A4_digital.pdf
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4.4 Norwegian Folk High Schools and climate
change
What Is a Folk High School?
Folk high schools are often called the world's freest schools. These schools have no grades, no
rigid curriculum, and no exams. We happen to believe that you learn better without this kind of
pressure. At a folk high school, you get to practice what you learn, not merely immerse yourself
in its theory.
Supervised and encouraged by dedicated teachers, you find yourself a member of a small class,
generally consisting of only 10 to 20 students.
A folk high school year normally lasts nine months, from August to May. Most students attend
folk high schools right after graduating from high school (upper secondary school). Most folk high
school students are between 18 and 25 years, but a few schools accept 16-year-olds, too. No folk
high school has an upper age limit. There are around 80 folk high schools in Norway, sited all over
the country. Almost 10 000 students attend these schools every year.
The folk high schools offer a range of subjects, from drama, theatre, song and music, outdoor
activities and – not least – subjects connected to climate change and sustainable development.
This is just a few examples:

An old building at Fredtun Folk High School. The first folk high school in Norway was
established in 1864.
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Bømlo Folk High School:
Environment and sustainability - One school year’s study

Bømlo Folk High School present its school yearlong study on “Environment and sustainability”
2021 – 22 like this:
Tired of use and throw away? Learn to live well, in an affordable and sustainable way. Gain
knowledge and skills in everything from reuse, craftsmanship, cooking and repair. 3 weeks of
"slow travel" in Europe! We delve into topics such as sustainability, the environment, ethics, and
solidarity. Are you curious and want to learn more? Together we acquire knowledge, among
other things, we visit the Centre for Climate Research in Bergen. As a student on this line, you
help make the world a little (or much!) better with other engaged youth. We challenge our way
through plastic-free week, dumpster diving, vegan week, shopping stop and Zero Waste. This
raises awareness in a completely new way, and we see that living a little more environmentally
friendly contributes to a better quality of life? We bring to life the idea of making the best of
what we have available around us of basement treasures, garbage that can be upcycled and the
use of nature's raw materials. We allow good outdoor experiences to inspire us further to protect
nature, and of course we contribute with beach clean-up in beautiful Sunnhordland.
We also cooperate with the local visitor farm Gullvegen Gardstun. By focusing on the
environment and sustainability, we will try to influence the world in a positive direction. Our 3week journey in Europe will focus on people and the environment. The choice of product affects
you, other people, and your climate footprint. We experiment with creating environmentally
friendly alternatives through DIY projects such as repairing your favourite garment, creating your
own skincare product, or your own knife. Only your imagination sets limits! Together we will
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create a year that reduces our footprint on the environment, without reducing all the good
experiences a folk high school year provides!
Normally, a student group of 20 – 25 attend this course.

Fosen Folk High School: Organic Smallholding – micro farming

The long course “Organic Smallholding” is by Fosen Folk High School presented like this for the
study year 2021 – 22:
Do you dream of having your own farm, growing your own food, and raising livestock? This course
will teach you the foundations of sustainable small-scale agriculture.
Here you'll learn to grow vegetables, grains, and berries, as well as raising farm animals,
slaughtering them, and preparing the meat. To prepare vegetables, milk, and meat to feed those
around you, and to work with a tractor and chainsaw. You can learn all this and more.
Our school's organic farm is Debio certified, meaning it is accredited as organic under some of
the strictest standards in Europe. The farm provides the school with food throughout the year.
On the farm you'll find pigs, hens, cows, and ducks. We harvest potatoes, cabbage, kohlrabi,
sundry herbs, wheat, barley, rye, and hay. The animals have space to live and play, and when it
comes time to slaughter them it is done with the greatest respect and as much as possible of the
animal is used.
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On Organic Farming you'll be there for the entire journey from seed to harvest and preparation,
from sowing to weewing, to putting it in the store for sale, or to helping the kitchen staff get it
ready to be served to the rest of the students. Maintaining a compost pile is a natural part of
the process, as well as spreading manure on the fields.
We grow organic because it is the future of agriculture. Join us in the Green Movement., the
school applies.

Green future – close to you
Norwegian 4H is a national wide, ideal voluntary member organizations for children and youth
which is politically independent. 4H stands for hjerne (brain), hjerte (heart), hender (hands) and
helse (health). 4H runs a lot of courses in the “green” field and is a member of the study
association Studieforbundet natur og miljø (nature and environments).
The following text describes one of their actual courses:
Green Future
This course is approved for 8-48 hours and 5-15 participants.
Goals and learning objectives:
Through Green Future, 4H invites you to four weekend gatherings with different themes. Those
who sign up can join in one or all the gatherings. Topics for the collections are sheep and lambs,
meadow production and natural use and natural use education in general.

Happy cows are most of the year staying outside in the green valleys close to the fjords in Western Norway
(Photo: 4H)
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Goal: gain knowledge and experience with various types of industries and companies among the
participants. Knowledge of life as a self-sufficient nutrient “drink” inspire the participants to
promote education in the use of nature and to contribute to rural development, learning about
the care and processing of pigs, learning about robots used for milking cows, getting an insight
into the day-to-day operation of the cattle farmer, learning about calving, lambing in practice,
learning about the annual wheel of a sheep farmer etc.
Target group and prior knowledge:
Youth aged 14 – 19 years interested in natural use.
Course content:
20-22 January: Gathering on an agricultural farm. Joining the barn tent, learning about the offers
by the farm and education in the use of nature.
3-5 March: Gathering at a milk farm. It has produced milk for more than 75 years and now does
the milking with the help of robots. The farm is also doing meat production with cattle and pigs.
28-30 April: Gathering at a sheep farm, which has built a new sheep barn. The collection will be
in the middle of lamb season.
30 June - 1 July: Last gathering in Green Future will be organized by 4H in Møre og Romsdal’s
County at a camp where the participants will be responsible for instructing new courses in some
of the knowledge they have gained previously at the course. Focus will be on pedagogical training
and dissemination.
Working methods: Instructor/teacher, guidance, and instruction with teacher. Discussion,
practical training/work at two of the gatherings, the participants living at the garden, and
participate in the daily shepherd's work. We also want to use “headmaster/principal doctrine”1 as a learning method, which requires few pupils per headmaster and plenty of time. Much of the
subject matter is "action-borne knowledge" and the "headmaster doctrine" is therefore
particularly suitable for this type of subject. Hopefully, this will also lead to a strong relationship
between the professional and the student, which can be inspiring and useful for both parties,
both during and after the project.

1

THE PRINCIPAL DOCTRINES ARE FORTY AUTHORITATIVE CONCLUSIONS SET UP AS OFFICIAL DOCTRINES BY THE FOUNDERS OF
EPICUREANISM: EPICURUS OF SAMOS ETC. (WIKIPEDIA)
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Local production of honey is a task for many 4H local branches in Norway (Photo: 4H)

Links and References
https://www.folkehogskole.no/en/about
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4.5 Study Circles – learning by sharing
The study circle became the “trademark” for non-formal adult learning and education in
Scandinavia from the beginning of the 2000th century. This free and independent way of selforganized learning was especially popular by the Worker’s Education Associations (WEA), - from
the beginning not (only) for pedagogical and democratic reasons but due to lack of teachers and
lack of books. That is why a core method for study circles became “learning by sharing” – they
had one book, the participants read one chapter each and presented the content of the chapters
at the study circle meetings. In this way, all participants not only got the chance to read but also
to teach, to present what they have learned. Then, the other members of the circle were
stimulated to comment and reflect on what they were presented for.
Common profiles for study circles were developed during the years that followed. These profiles
are still valid, and go like this:
●
●
●
●

A study circle is a method for self-directed and experiential learning in small groups
A study circle is also peer-to-peer learning
Study circles should optimally have from five to a maximum of fifteen members
Study circle participants are not named students but members to emphasize (also) their
responsibility for the learning possesses
● To secure every member’s contribution, the learning processes have to me democratic
● Study circles have leaders/facilitators/peers, not teachers
● Study circles are non-formal teaching and learning methods

Photo: Sturla Bjerkaker is facilitating a study circle/workshop in Krakow, Poland, August 2021
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To cope with this study circle principles, the role of the leader or learning manager is crucial.
Therefore, some principles also can be set for this role.

Study circle leaders should:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Be the “primus inter pares” – the first among equals
Have pedagogical skills but not necessary formal
Ba a democratic leader able to take decisions when needed – act democratically
Have authority but not be authoritarian
Be humble, respected and trusted
Gain confidence from the members
Have self-esteem and self confidence
Be able to present the tasks of the study circle in an acknowledgeable way
Be able to make plans for the study circles, and stick to them
Be flexible and discuss the progression and schedule with the members

In this way, study circles are – when they function the best – schools for democracy, regardless
of the topic.
How to implement study circles in practical use as learning tools?
In Norway, study circles and other courses for non-formal learning might get public support
according to the rules and regulation by the Act of adult education (2009).
But study circles do not need to be expensive. It could be easy to organize study circles in any
community, in any NGO, in any institution. What you need is a provider, an institution that can
plan, organize, and fulfil the study circle’s learning activities. Then you need a study
plan/curriculum. Then you need target groups. Then you need a leader, a facilitator, who could
be, but not necessarily have to be, a teacher. As said above, there are certain qualities you must
look for when you search for a study circle leader.
Study circles are well suited for discussing and learning local development and community
engagement, active citizenship and democratic rules and attitudes.

Other learning tools
In addition to study circles and folk high school, we have slightly mentioned people’s
academies, evening schools and courses. These learning activities can be organized by the
public sector, the private sector or the third sector – the NGOs. It varies from time to time,
place to place.
The so-called study associations organize non-formal adult education by courses, study circles
and lectures for almost half a million adults yearly.2

2

The total population in Norway is around 5,5 million.
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The Nordic tradition of Bildung
Norway – and the Nordic countries – has a long tradition for adult education and popular
enlightenment/bildung, especially connected to “the three. Sector”3 – voluntary organisations,
study circles and folk high schools.
Norway is a young nation. The country was in union with Denmark for four hundred years up to
1814, the year Norway got its first own constitution. Even though, we also were in union with
Sweden up to 19054, and after that Norway has been an independent Kingdom with a
parliamentary democracy. The power of the King is symbolic.
The years following the constitution of 1814 became an emancipatory period in Norway. It was
a growing consciousness for both political and cultural emancipation in many groups. The power
and rights still belonged to the rich, the educated and the landowners but slowly more people
got their eyes open for new opportunities to take part in society and to contribute to the
economical and not least cultural growth of the country.
Laws from the end of the 1800th century gave children rights and opportunities to attend primary
schools. More education than that was for the few. Higher education and university degrees was
up to 1811 – when the University of Oslo started – gained in Copenhagen.
So, what about education for the people?
Around the middle of the 1900th century a lot of enlightenment activities began to happen. It was
important for the farmers to learn about new ways of cultivating their land, growing crops,
feeding animals and so on. It was important to have knowledge to take part in the growing
democracy, getting rights to vote etc. It was also important to strengthen peoples’ identity as
citizens of a “new” nation.
The school system was not prepared to solve all these challenges, and educated academic people
took the spoon in their own hand. They started Peoples Academies (which still exists) and
Societies for workers’ enlightenment and education etc. All this, activities not by but for the
workers and the lower classes. As such, it was philanthropic work. It was a top-down approach.
In Denmark, the priest, philosopher, and author N.F.S. Grundtvig had – together with the teacher
Kristen Kold – started the so-called folk high schools, which had mainly two purposes, as it was
meant to be “the school for life”. Firstly, most youngsters should be working on the farms, and
had to learn about growing crops and taking care of the animals. Basic needs. Basic education.
Secondly, they should learn to be Danish, to get and grow an identity, to learn to cope with life
itself. The folk high school was created as an alternative to the Latin School, which Grundtvig
called “the black school”. The word in books is dead, he said, and promoted “the living word” –
lively speeches and dialogue.

3

«The Third Sector is also called the ideal sector or the voluntary sector, in addition to the First (Public Sector) and
the Second (Private Sector).
4

Denmark “lost” Norway to Sweden after the Napoleon wars.
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After the Danish Grundtvigian model, Norway got the first folk high school in 1864, and in the
years that followed, many folk high schools were set up around the country5.
A common profile of the Norwegian folk high schools can be concluded as:
● A long course, lasting for 8 – 9 months
● Average age of participants around twenty
● A special school year after upper secondary school and before (for many) higher
education and university studies
● A year for maturing, learning and reflection but no formal exams
● A 24-hour curriculum – living at the school is a part of the pedagogy
During the second half of the 1900th century, many labour- and folk academies were set up to
give lectures and evening classes for low educated people, as well as for everyone.
Political parties and movements began to rise at the end of the century. First, the Liberal Party,
a party that put weight on education and knowledge.

5

Today we have around eighty folk high schools in Norway.
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Then, the labour movements and the social democratic party were set up around 1890, and we
were shown a change in profile. From now on, as the labour movement leaders said, the
education not only should be offered to the working class, but by them. They took the knowledge
development in their own hands, so to speak. It became a bottom-up approach.
That is why the Swedish labour leader and temperance movement activist Oscar Olsson
“invented” the study circle in 1902.
Later, the movement organized day- and evening schools for workers short of formal education,
and the WEAs were created during the years 1915 – 1930.

Reference
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4.6 The Future Workshop – a Democratic Way
of Working with Imagination at the Centre
” Without images of the future that inspire hope and foster collaboration there is a high risk of despair and
war. The malaise of poverty-of-the-imagination must be overcome. The question is how?” – This is a
question asked by UNESCO Future Literacy. - The Future workshop can be a practical answer to that. It
was developed as a tool for strengthening democracy and participation. It addresses that every human
being has the capacity to imagine alternative futures.

The necessity of citizens' commitment and participation in the work for sustainable development
has been stressed ever since the UN Rio Declaration in 1992, Agenda 21 and Local Agenda 21;
and later in the Agenda 2030 and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
One of the indicators to reach this goal is the:
” Proportion of cities with a direct participation structure of civil society in urban planning and
management that operate regularly and democratically.”

Make Cities inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable
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It can be argued that direct participation from the citizens has two main democratic reasons:
Firstly, a “top-down-perspective” indicates that any ambitious sustainability policy needs to be
rooted in citizens´ commitment and contribution in order not to be a passing fashion. A good
understanding of choices that balance short term and long-term considerations is needed:
people must be involved as responsible citizens and not only as consumers and users of public
services. Second, a “bottom-up-perspective” also shows the need for citizens mobilisation,
because changes and development happen through social and technical innovation, created by
individuals in groups and communities.

The driving force –” how to give democracy back to people”
The Future Workshop (FWS) was invented by the German futures scientist and journalist Robert
Jungk in the sixties. “Turning the affected into the involved” – this sentence is mostly suitable to
describe the heart of Robert Jungks work, according to the” Robert Jungk Bibliothek für
Zukunftsfragen”. He was” co-founder of the critical and creative science of the future, or socalled futurology. At the same time, he is a representative of what we can today call civil society.
Robert Jungk was a figurehead of the peace, anti-nuclear, and environmental movement, which
increased in importance in the 1970s. Had he still been alive today, he would certainly have
joined the global protests against the excesses of the global finance system.” (Hanz Holzinger).0

The objective of the FWS is to foster practical and collective creation of sustainable futures, based
on the experience and the (everyday)knowledge of all participants. As opposed to scenarios
based on projections of present trends, participants in a FWS become “social architects” who
envision the future in an active and empowering way, by the critique of the present, construction
of concrete utopian future pictures, and action plans. This is organized within the framework of
“free communication”. The FWS method bridges between sectors and disciplines and integrates
different kinds of knowledge and skills in the making of choices for the future.

The FWS has a clear political intent: “How to give back democracy to people”, was the driving
force behind Jungk´s work; to enable ordinary people to develop their wishes both for their
individual lives as well as for their local communities and the society as a whole. It is a way of
working that makes democracy a way of learning and a way of living. Combined with other
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methods for community development it is a tool for stimulating and developing a political culture
of participation and for building partnerships between citizens ‘groups and local authorities.

Positive outcomes include:







Concrete actions for social change towards a more sustainable future
New networks and cooperation
Mutual learning across sectors and groups
Strengthening the sense of community
Creation of hops, trust, and commitment
Building self-confidence and empowerment

With this political dimension building on the philosophy to nurture future literacy the FWS can
be one of many ways to contribute to building “direct participation structure of civil society in
urban planning and management that operate regularly and democratically.” (Cf. SDG 11).

What happens in the FWS, how to conduct and facilitate?
The FWS is structured in three interlinked phases:
1. Critique
2. Utopian development
3. Realisation
It is facilitated by one or two skilled workshop leaders. It always has a concrete theme that
connects to the participants` everyday life and experiences. For example, like this (taken from
actually completed FWS under the auspices of the undersigned):
”Our community in 2020 – a model of renewable energy and a sustainable everyday life.”
”What is the common good life for both people and the wild reindeer”
”A green city district where youth enjoy living”
The democratic approach and open atmosphere of the FWS is nurtured by the following simple
precept which guide the dialogue:” Nobody´s critique or ideas is to be rejected, all views are to
be heard and noted.”
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It can be fun to join in a FWS making critique pictures (Photo: Mads Nakkerud)

The Critique Phase
In order to make change it is important first to evaluate what is not functioning. In the Critique
Phase participants articulate their critique in a brainstorming session where views in words or
short sentences is documented on wallpaper by the facilitators. This creates an important basis
by identifying the negative issues one wishes to change. The overall theme is elucidated from
different angles. Thereafter participants and the facilitators sort and categorize the critique into
clusters named “critique themes”. The phase ends with the so-called “critique pictures”, a
dynamic physical expression of the critique themes, for example through “human statues” or
short dramatic tableauxs improvised by the participants. (This part of the critique phase was
developed by the undersigned and colleagues in dialogue with Robert Jungk. It was inspired by
our work with the Augusto Boals´ Theatre of the Oppressed, where the Statue Theatre is one of
many techniques.)
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Gathering in front of the wall papers (Photo: Mads Nakkerud)

The Utopia Development Phase
In this second phase the participants develop solution-oriented, creative, and innovative views
of the future based on the critique. Here one is encouraged to think as idealistically and freely as
possible, encouraged by this by the facilitators: “If we could decide and everything was possible,
how would we like our community/city/organisation to look?” – This phase is the heart of the
workshop, and it follows the same procedure of brainstorming as in the critique phase followed
by editing into “Utopia-Themes”. The participants then choose which themes they want to
develop further in subgroups. The pedagogical platform for this round is a concrete and
anticipated future, encouraged like this by the facilitators: “Visitors have heard about the great
results of the work that started in a FWS in 2021. In 2030 they come for a study visit to get
inspired and learn from you. Describe what they will see, hear, feel and touch, which people will
they meet?”
This phase ends with a collective look into the future through presentation of the concrete
future pictures created by each subgroup.
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An action plan develops (Photo: Mads Nakkerud)

The Realisation Phase
This phase opens with a constructive “devil’s advocate critique” of each of the future pictures.
The aim is to identify weaknesses, test, strengthen and develop the future pictures. This step
takes place in plenum followed by group work where the participants discuss the input and
comments from the other participants, they might add new ideas to the future picture. Next,
they try to imagine what was the way that was leading to the utopian idea. And based on this
back casting the participants agree on the first steps to take and make concrete plans of action
based on the question: “Who does what, together with whom, and when?”

Time frame and other practicalities
A FWS in its full scale requires at least one full day, preferably two days, according to the authors
more than 35 years of experience facilitating FWS. Having said that, it is possible to make it
shorter if it, due to the circumstances, is not possible to allocate one or two days. During the
COVID period several facilitators of FWS both internationally and in Norway developed digital
formats of the FWS such as the social entrepreneur Fremtenkt in Bergen (NO). This with great
success. (Fremtenkt 2020, 2021).

Participants in a FWS can for example be citizens in a community; citizens together with civil
servants and policy makers; students, or employees of a business. Participation is based on
commitment and pleasure but not on any obligation or coercion. One must always be aware of
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possible power factions and interest groupings in the FWS. It may be necessary to divide into two
parallel workshops that meet and exchange views during the process. For example, one might
have students in one group, teachers in another: citizens in one group and elected officials in
another. This depends on each concrete FWS context.

Where there are more than about 25 participants it is usually best to conduct parallel workshops;
all groups can meet at the end and when presenting their action plans as well in the exhibition
and presentation of the future pictures.

Barriers and success criteria
The FWS is not appropriate for all situations, and it needs to be combined with other approaches
for social change in the efforts of creating sustainable futures in cities, communities, and
organisations. Success depends on good preparations and good follow up work. Idealistically the
following are decisive success criteria:


Political backing including a long-time perspective – a policy of will



A culture of working across sectors, municipalities in cooperation with civil society and
the private sector



A flexible structure in the municipal (or other) administration that can meet citizens in a
comprehensive way



Participation at all levels, as early as possible and in a continuous process



Recognition and dialogue between different types of knowledge – theoretical,
professional as well as experience-based knowledge. Expertise has to “play ball” with
lay knowledge based on everyday experiences.

Having said that the FWS in itself can stimulate, nurture and give inspiration to connect the short
term and long-term perspective, it can result in new networks and cooperation. And not the least
and with reference to SDG 11 a FWS and the follow up can contribute to bridge the gap between
lay knowledge and professional knowledge for example in municipal planning.

The broader challenge when working for social change and sustainable development is to create
a more permanent context of learning. Often this only happens in “glimpses” in connection with
specific programs and projects. The challenge is to create a continuity, especially at the local
community level, with constructive feedback loops as in nature.
Robert Jungks expressed this as “the permanent future workshop”.

(This chapter is an edited and updated version of ”The Future Scenario Workshop – learning for
democracy” written by the author of the chapter in: ”SIGNALS – local action – success stories in
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sustainability.”
(2011)
The
Ideas
content/uploads/2017/11/SIGNALS.pdf )

Bank

Foundation:

http://eduaction.no/wp-

Links and references
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/outcomedocuments/agenda21
Holzinger Hans: ”Who was Robert Jungk and what does he have to tell us today?” https://jungkbibliothek.org/robert_jungk_english_2/
Jungk Robert and Müllert Norbert (1987): ”Future workshops: How to create desirable futures.” London.
England. Institute for Social Innovations.
Boal Augusto: ”Theatre of the oppressed”: https://ptoweb.org/aboutpto/a-brief-biography-of-augustoboal/ and https://ceasefiremagazine.co.uk/augusto-boal-games-techniques/
Fremtenkt https://www.fremtenkt.no/en/news.html
https://en.unesco.org/futuresliteracy/about
Riel Miller (2018): Transforming the Future – anticipation in the 21st Century
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000264644
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5 What´s next? Conclusions and
reflections
The study describes ongoing but also expected climate change in Norway and Slovakia.
Negative climate change is likely to occur in the coming decades around the world and, of
course, in both countries. Climate change will affect our nature, the environment, the
economy, but also life in cities, villages and communities, as well as the setting of our priorities.
In the context of the ongoing changes in the world, the people of the Gemer region must
respond and prepare for the coming threats.
We are convinced that only strong communities of active citizens can respond to the challenges
of this period and present solutions to climate change.
This study: "Climate change - the problem of democracy and relationships?" provides the best
practices and case stories from Norway, positive examples in which active communities and
citizens can do a valuable piece of work together.
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Photo: Dobšiná, region Gemer, Slovakia; author: Lubica Kušnierová
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